
TRAIL ASSESSMENT FORM 

 
Doc. #  Trail Name  Glover Path Trail Type: M Condition Good 

  

Route: Trail starts heading SE at intersection with Slide Hill Trail Marker 3040 

ending at Hawk Hill Path Marker 3044.  

Recent Weather: Overcast and cold, about an inch or rain the previous day 

TRAIL 

LANDMARKS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start at Slide Hill Trail Marker 3040. 

70 yds. NE side: remains of building foundation? 

85 yds. Tree down and across trail, 14” pine (1) 

300 yds. Trail crosses stone wall then slopes down, minor erosion. 

Possible site for grade reversal just after stone wall (2).  

350 yds. Next few 100’ trail climbs again, moderate erosion. Good 

location for grade reversal to get water off the trail (3). 

380 yds. Trail crosses 2
nd

 stone wall. 

510 yds. Trail levels and begins to slope down. 

563 yds. Grade reversal with stone showing, L to R, could use more dirt 

to cover stones. 

593 yds. Trail ends at Hawk Hill Path Marker 3044. 

MINOR & 

MAJOR 

PROBLEM 

AREAS 

(1) Tree down, needs to be removed. 

(2) Possible site for grade reversal. Install (2) and determine if this 

second one is necessary. 

(3) Install grade reversal about 30 yds. before 2
nd

 stone wall. 

DISTANCES TO 

MAJOR 

INTERSECTIONS 

 Slide Hill Trail Marker 3040 to Hawk Hill Path  -  593 yds. 

Report prepared by: Bob Flagg Assessment date: 01/12/16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRAIL ASSESSMENT FORM 

 
Doc. # 3018 Trail Name  Glover Path  Trail Type: M Condition Good 

  

Route: From mk3044 at Hawk Hill Trail(HHT) to Slide Hill Trail at mk3040 

Recent Weather: Recent storm/rain/high winds conditions 

TRAIL 

LANDMARKS 

 
 

 

 

 

Trail starts at mk3044 HHT first in a northerly heading and follows the 

contour of HHT eventually towards NW. Trail is for the most part a well-

designed bench trail with no drainage issues. 

235yd rock wall crossing(on old FoBH map) 

355yd another rock wall crossing(on old FoBH map) 

523 sbd carry-off 

593yd mk3040 no mk(1) trail ends at Slide Hill Trail 

MINOR 

PROBLEM 

(1) replace mk 



AREAS 

MAJOR 

PROBLEM 

AREAS 

 

DISTANCES TO 

MAJOR 

INTERSECTIONS 

593yd mk3044 HHT to Slide Hill Trail at mk3040 

Report prepared by: Steve Cobble Assessment date: 02/21/08 

 

Abbreviations: 

Usage type: foot traffic only (H), multi-use (M) 

 

waterbars (wb)                small blowdowns (sbd) 

culverts(cv)                     large blowdowns (lbd) 

rolling dips (rd)               rock work (rkw) 

bridges (br)                      bridge building (bbd), ditches (dt)                      

excessive erosion (ee)     leaning tree (lt)) 

intersection marker(mk)  dugout(du) 

bog bridges (bb)              culvert replacement (cr) 

non-functioning(nf)        functioning(fc) 

damage(dg)                     corrugated plastic(cp) 

not needed(nn) 

cm ( corrugated metal) 

rock stairs (rs)                 trail relocation (tr), 

cribbing (cb)                    building new trail drainage (ntd) 

retaining walls (rw)         brushing needed (bn) 

clay(cl) 


